This study designed to compare responses from an internet-based survey to those from a paper-and-pencil survey in terms of measurement reliability, validity, and equivalence using homogeneous demographic profiles of the undergraduates studying in Taiwan. Several similarities and differences were found between two types of survey in this study. For examples, contents of the survey items (i.e., internet-related vs. behavior-related) and survey environments significantly influence the distribution of responses. The normal distribution, internal consistency, in addition to construct, and convergent validity for individual construct are quite similar. However, the homological validity evidence was demonstrated through structural equation modeling across two survey modes. Implications and future research are also discussed.
Introduction
Internet data collection is becoming increasingly popular in all research fields studying human perceptions, behaviors and opinions. A key methodological assumption underlying use of the same survey instrument is that data from internet-based and paper-and-pencil modes have been reported as producing equivalent results and that these have been compared meaningfully [1] . As well as, it is expected that the internet-based survey will yield equivalent mean ratings as the paper-and-pencil survey on the same research measures. However, measurement validity, reliability, and equivalence of internet gathered data must be established, in comparison to the usual paper-and-pencil survey, before an inferential analysis can be done [2] . The lack of evidence of measurement equivalence may weaken or bias conclusions because the findings may be highly doubtful. In this case indicated observed mean differences on relevant constructs across survey methods might result from measurement artifacts related to the measurement instrument used rather than from true differences across methods [3] .
The previous findings from comparative research on two survey methods were inconsistent [4] . Some researches intend to understand their similarity and difference. However, they did not control sample heterogeneity which may lack the base of comparison [5] . Although other research found that the contents of survey items related to survey methods may influence the results [6] . The subject of survey items was ignored by their research. If the subject of the survey item is "the internet", the respondents may tend to have higher scores in the survey environment of the internet than the paper-and-pencil. As well, results of previous studies suggested that internet-based surveys produce data that is at least as reliable, valid, and of equal quality as data obtained more than via paper-andpencil survey method [7] . Nevertheless, many of these studies had methodological limitations such as using non-equivalent comparison groups and inappropriate data analytic strategies [8] . Therefore, results may not fully explain reliability and validity of the theoretical framework. As such, more research is needed a meaningful substantive understanding of the results for two survey methods of data collection should be explored [9] . Consequently, the current study seeks to determine measurement reliability, validity, and equivalence of data derived from the two survey methods with identical items, an additional objective of the study is to discuss the homological validity of equivalence demonstrated empirically in the same analytical framework.
The current research does not focus on hypothesis testing of the theoretical framework. Rather this research aims to yield a better understanding and a more comprehensive and intriguing picture of ways, which contents of survey items and survey methods produce similar measurement reliability, validity, and equivalence, holding on the same theoretical framework and the homogeneous samples. Therefore based on the previous research, face validity and content validity of the survey items, the internet-related constructs (internet learning, internet behavior, and internet social relationship) [10] and behavior-related constructs (relationship with family, relationship with friend, relationship with classmate, and relationship with student-school) [11] were selected for analysis in this research. This research selected the undergraduates with the similar backgrounds studying in Taipei City as our research samples.
This research is expected to advance knowledge in this area in several ways. First, it presents a brief description of the literature reviews between two survey methods for internet-based and paper-and-pencil survey. Second, results were presented by their measurement reliability (e.g., internal consistency), validity (e.g., construct validity, convergent validity), and equivalence (e.g., homological validity) for the responses elicited using paper-and-pencil and internet-based modes. Thirdly, the empirical results are then presented and compared in our proposed analytical framework, along with descriptive statistics, Cronbach's alpha, item-total correlation, t-test, and multiple-group structural equation modeling (SEM), establishing measurement equivalence between two survey methods. Finally, limitations and conclusions are presented and implications are made for further research.
Literature Review

The Advantages and Disadvantages of Internet-Based and Paper-and-Pencil Survey
In recent years, an increasing number of researchers have started to use the internet to collect data [12] . Internet-based surveying is believed to have several advantages over the more conventional paper-and-pencil [1] [13] [14] . Internet-based surveys are less costly, less time, design flexibility, lead to faster survey responses, allow for greater flexibility in survey design, and offer a wider variety of response formats [15] . In addition, internet-based surveys have a wider geographical reach than telephone and mail surveys [8] , are less sensitive to order of question effects due to the ease of randomizing questions [9] .
Internet-based surveys have some disadvantages, example, limited sampling and respondent availability and no interviewer that lack of a trained interviewer to clarify and probe can possibly lead to less reliable data. Other research on internet surveying suggests that self-administered computerized surveys yield more honest results as social desirability does not factor into the respondent's answers [16] . As well, it has ability to acquire large and diverse samples, reductions in data entry errors, the capacity to incorporate visual and auditory stimuli, heightened anonymity and confidentiality which is particularly advantageous for surveys addressing sensitive issues, and greater convenience for respondents in terms of the time and place of participation [2] [17] [18] . However, internet surveying has drawbacks, including higher non-response rates [19] , potential technological problems, decreases in item reliability, the possibility of multiple submissions, and insufficient coverage of all occupational groups represented in the organization being studied [9] . Some of the problems can be effectively ruled out, for examples the possibility of multiple submissions can be controlled effectively. The problem of insufficient coverage of all occupational groups is likely highly dependent on the organizational context. More fundamentally, it is an issue of variable response propensities among different groups, which is a problem with any survey method.
Mode effects, also a form bias, present another challenge to survey research.
According to [13] , using mixed modes (such as both Internet and paper versions) within a single administration can be problematic in that different modes may impact responses. For example, the result from the two modes cannot be equated because of differences in who responds (i.e., nonresponse bias) and how they respond (i.e., response bias) [1] .
Measurement Reliability, Validity, and Equivalence
Measurement reliability is an assessment of the degree of consistency between multiple measurements variable. A more commonly used measure of reliability is internal consistency, which applies to the consistency among the variables in a summated scale. The summated scale should be analyzed for reliability to ensure its appropriateness before proceeding to an assessment of its validity. Measurement validity is the extent to which a scale or set of measures accurately represents the concept of interest. In addition to face or content validity, the three most widely accepted forms of validity are construct, convergent, and homological validity. Convergent validity assesses the degree to which two measures of the same concept are correlated. and then assess whether the scale has corresponding relationships [20] .
The number of different approaches highlights the definition of equivalence provided by the American Psychological Association within its Guidelines for
Computer-Based Tests and Interpretations [21] . According to this definition, one aspect of determining equivalence between internet-based and paper-andpencil versions is, "if the means, dispersions, and shapes of the score distributions are approximately the same". This definition is similar to that a test or a subscale is said to have measurement equivalence across groups or populations if respondents with identical scores on the underlying construct have the same expected raw score or true score at the item level, the subscale total score level, or both [22] . If a measure provides equivalent structural relations across two survey methods, it is natural to ask whether a measure's scores have comparable relations with other important variables [23] . Without measurement equivalence, it is difficult to interpret observed mean score differences meaningfully [24] .
Previous findings were mixed with regard to levels of measurement equivalence in two survey methods. Donovan, acknowledged that the whiter-collar university employees who received the computerized instrument were distinctly different from the blue-collar employees who completed the paper-and-pencil instrument, and therefore, sample characteristics were confounded with modes of assessment [25] . In light of this limitation, they recommended that researchers obtain multiple samples from the same organization to permit an assessment of measurement equivalence. The researchers have noted this concern and similarly argued that measurement equivalence of internet-based versions of paperand-pencil surveys cannot be assumed but must be empirically demonstrated [26] [27] [28] . Other research found that different survey methods often produce different answers to the same questions [29] [30] . A lack of evidence of measure invariance weakens conclusions, because findings are open to alternative interpretations [31] [32] [33] . The importance of measurement equivalence is underscored when it is realized that if a theoretical framework vary across internet-based and paper-and pencil applications, as noted above, there would be no scientific basis for drawing meaningful inferences or establishing the generalizability of competing theories. Moreover, it is important to examine whether survey method affects structural relations among theoretical constructs comprising a homological validity.
Research Method
The related research is still needed to fully understand how different methods for presenting research stimuli influence survey responses [5] . As a result, failure to reject the null hypothesis is not the same as proving "no difference" or equivalence in theoretical framework [34] [35] . That is, observed mean score differences may reflect the true mean difference between the individuals as well as a difference in the relationship between the observed score that is not identical across individuals [34] . Therefore, establishing measurement reliability, validity, and equivalence enables us to answer a series of important key points that the current study addressed concerns [28] : 1) Differences in response styles across survey methods such as observed cross method differences in mean item scores; 2) Homogeneous respondents in different survey methods calibrate the intervals on the measurement scale used in similar ways; 3) The survey items asked on internet-based and paper-and-pencil versions of the same survey instrument yield measurement equivalence.
Analytical Framework and Hypotheses
Accordingly, the research hypothesis, H1: There is no difference for measurement reliability and validity between internet-based and paper-and-pencil modes using the same survey instrument. To address H1, the focus will be on the "difference for individual construct" between internet-based and paper-andpencil modes. Further evidence is needed to answer the following questions. Do the styles of the question items systematically influence their responses distributions? Do the two modes of survey implementation have similar impacts on the variables of interest such as yielding the similar measurement reliability and validity? The second research hypothesis refers to the H2: There is no difference on ratings of the analytical framework from respondents collected via internetbased mode, would be equivalent to ratings collected through a traditional paperand-pencil site.
To test the hypotheses, the non-recursive model which includes the reciprocal causal relations of internet behavior and internet social relationships, and their antecedents of internet-related (e.g., internet behavior, internet social relationship, internet learning) and behavior-related (e.g., relationship with family, rela-tionship with friend, relationship with classmate, relationship with studentschool) measures are defined. The rest of this paper moves beyond these theoretical and speculative arguments and will test the empirical evidence related to the expected differences or similarities in measurement reliability, validity, and equivalence for internet-based survey in comparison to paper-and pencil survey.
Data Collection
The internet-based survey and paper-and-pencil survey were conducted during the spring. The data sampling came from a study of undergraduates studying in one General University and one Technology College in Taipei City. The brief demographic overview of the respondents separately by internet-based survey and paper-and-pencil survey is provided in Table 1 (e.g., gender, age ranges, and education).
The internet-based survey samples, we emailed the internet-based survey and questionnaire webpage to the 1,000 undergraduates from the student. 341 college and university undergraduates completed surveys. The internet-based sample consisted of 42.52% females. The majority (66.57%) were between the ages of 21 and 24, and more than half (79.77%) had studied at a general university.
The paper-and-pencil survey samples, we firstly distributed about 1,000 paper-and-pencil survey instruments to the undergraduates from the student. The respondents with paper-and pencil survey were given a four-page questionnaire in class to complete. Because we should insure sample equivalence across internet and paper-and-pencil survey, we follow up to distribute the questionnaires to other students until two samples are equivalent. We got the final 341 samples which consist of 43.99% females. The majority (68.33%) were 21 to 24 years old, and more than half (75.66%) had studied at a general university. Although the two samples varied somewhat with regard to demographic characteristics, such differences were anticipated because of the university and college structure and the geographical dispersion of students. The responding rates may be low; however, the demographics of two-sample have no significant difference in gender (χ 2 = 0.15, p = 0.70), age (χ 2 = 0.39, p = 0.82), and affiliated education (χ 2 = 1.66, p = 0.20) in terms of chi-square test shown in Table 1 .
Controlling such demographic homogeneity would systematically rule out some measurement errors, which overcome the potential sampling bias existing in the previous research that we discussed above.
Variables Measurement
All of the study variables in this study were assessed on a 7-point Likert scale (where 1 = strongly disagree and 7 = strongly agree). We chose constructs that are closely related to the survey mode this research is examining (e.g. internet-related and behavior-related measures). There are three construct total 15 items refer the Internet-related Measures, including Internet Learning, Internet Social Relationship, and Internet Behavior. Internet learning is defined in terms of what person learns about or learning from the internet, seven items are measured with this concept [36] . Internet social relationship refers most generally to a relationship between two or more people created by way of the internet; four items are measured with this concept [10] . Internet behavior refers to the type of material found on the internet, the frequency of internet use; do you mean email, social networking, research, four items are used to measure this concept [10] . There are four construct total 15 items refer the Behavior-related Measures, including Relationship with family, Relationship with Friend, Relationship with Classmate, and Relationship with Student-school [11] . Relationship with family is defined as a close association between two or more people with kinship or adopted behavior total four items developed. Relationship with friend is constructed as mutually cooperative and supportive behavior between two or more people; this measure includes four survey items used. Relationship with classmate refers to the connection, friends and acquaintances because of attending the same kindergarten, primary school, high school, college, and military service. This factor is measured with four items. Relationship with student-school is conceptualized as involvements with the place where he enrolls and studies at present. This factor is measured with three items.
Analytical Methods
This part consist of the estimated measures with means, standard deviations, normal distribution listed separately in internet-based (n = 341) and paper-andpencil (n = 341) shown in Table 2 , also presented the independent samples t-test was used to compare the responses' differences between two survey modes. The Cronbach's alpha and itemtest correlation shown in Table 3 for present internal consistency. Item-total correlations are an assessment of convergent construct validity at the item level analysis. An item-total correlation test is performed to check if any item in the set of tests is inconsistent with the averaged behavior of the others, and thus can be discarded.
We tested the analytical framework in Figure 1 with multiple-group (SEM using AMOS 7.0. Since there are computational limitations for a structural equation analysis involving too many indicators, consistent with other researchers we used item parcels for each construct to reduce the number of indicators (e.g., [37] [38]). Specifically, we combined items with test scores by averaging them until we yielded the aggregated items composing individual construct.
Multiple-Group SEM allows to contrast the inequality or equality of two survey methods which to test measurement equivalence [20] [39]. The advantage of this method is that a wide variety of hypotheses about group differences and similarities can be tested. For example, this method is useful for testing the tenability of a series of increasingly restrictive models, using goodness-of-fit tests. To determine the degree of measurement equivalence, the fit constrained model can be compared to that of the unrestricted model without the equality constraints with the chi-square difference statistic [39] . The methods followed for the measurement equivalence analysis is detailed [31] . Their procedure is a set of hie- are equal across survey methods. Then we compare the "unstandardized" coefficients across two survey methods samples [39] . We also evaluated model fit using the normed chi-square (NC) (χ 2 /df), the goodness-of-fit index (GFI), the comparative fit index (CFI), the tucker-lewis index (TLI), and the root-mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) [40] . 
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Findings
Responses Distribution and Mean Differences
Descriptive statistics and t-test are reported in Table 2 , which show there was statistically significant difference for the comparable factors between the internet-based and paper-and-pencil samples with t-test. For example, the mean of all three survey terms measuring "relationship with student-school" was significantly larger in the internet-based survey than in the paper-and-pencil survey.
One possible reason is that the survey context influences the responses. The contents of survey items interacting with the survey environment mark a significant difference of the results on survey modes. The survey environment for the paper-and-pencil survey is "school," and the subject of the survey items measuring "relationship with student-school" is also "school." This confound condition may cause the key variables to shift perceptions from the respondents. This is also the case with some items of internet behavior factor-the mean of internet-based survey were significantly larger than that of paper-and-pencil survey, such as the items of "Posting an article onto the Bulletin Board System (BBS)", "Learning about computer terminology," and "One of my favorite pastimes is to go to the internet for recreation."
The subject of the survey items for "internet behavior" is "internet," this may lead to the respondents' high perceptions of internet-related questions in internet-based than those in paper-and-pencil survey. Further, in the paper-andpencil survey, the mean of "my friends are kind to me" is larger than that in internet-based survey. One possible reason is that the paper-and-pencil respondents who together set up in grouping class answer the questionnaire, but the internet-based ones who independently use the computer in own room respond the survey. However, this is not a general rule; for example, in this research the mean of "internet helps to search the needed resource" is significantly smaller in internet-based than it is in the paper-and-pencil survey, one item of internet learning factor. It is the same with one internet-behavior item "using the Internet is required to get information". Although there may have some anomalies, the survey environment interacting with the contents of survey items, to a certain degree, control the perceptive responses.
Measurement Reliability and Validity
Cronbach's alpha in Table 3 the internal consistency reliabilities, a commonly-accepted rule of thumb is that α ≥ 0.7 indicates acceptable reliability, α ≥ 0.8 indicates good reliability, and α ≥ 0.9 indicates excellent reliability [41] . The reliabilities of all the study factors in the two survey methods are acceptable and nearly identical (i.e., varies from 0.70 to 0.93). Then we tested the convergent properties of the items, by assessing the item-total correlation and comparing it to the correlation of the item to its own subscale. The advocated average itemtotal correlations of 0.30 or better as exemplary [42] . If a correlation value less than 0.2 or 0.3 indicates that the corresponding item does not correlate very well with the scale overall, thus, it may be dropped [43] . The items with an item-total correlation was below 0.88 and above 0.30, the Cronbach α between 0.7 and 0.93, indicating that the evidences support convergent validity for this research and the survey items can represent that construct. We next use the item parcels as indicators of a conceptually defined construct. As can be seen in Table 3 , all of the study constructs follow normal distributions with no serious skewness (Skew) and kurtosis (Kurt) across two survey modes. This indicates that there is no problematic summarizing scale for this survey instrument, which may yield unbiased statistical results for these factors. However, further evidence is needed to be confirmed as the following statistical procedure.
Measurement Equivalence
In terms of measurement equivalence test as mentioned above, if assuming unconstrained model to be correct, chi-square difference test in Table 4 suggests that the structural weights, structural covariance, and structural residuals models are significantly worse than the unconstrained model. The later model provides a better fit than the first three models because of its smaller square difference test suggests that the structural residuals model is significantly worse than the unconstrained model. That is, the unconstrained model fits well more than the structural residuals model. Taken together, these findings lead to rejection of the hypothesis that the Table 4 . Comparison of model fit and structural relations indices for the unconstrained and constrained models between internet-based and paper-and-pencil survey modes. analytical frameworks for internet-based and paper-and-pencil modes have the same structural weights, structural covariance, and structural residuals. Therefore, the following section will explain the results of the unconstrained model with the better model efficiency than other three models. The model fit indices shown in Table 4 suggest that the sample data have an acceptable fit to the SEM in the unconstrained model (χ 2 = 146.03, df = 6; GFI = 0.95; IFI = 0.91; CFI = 0.90; NFI = 0.90; RMSEA = 0.07; RMR = 0.08). All goodness-of-fit indices point to consistent model validation. Then we conclude that the unconstrained model represents a reasonable approximation to the data across internet-based and paper-and pencil survey.
Comparison of structural effects in the unconstrained model shown in Table 5 and Figure 1 . We see that the unstandardized path coefficient, internet learning to internet behavior for internet-based survey 0.07 (p ≥ 0.05) versus for paper-and-pencil survey is 1.10 (p < 0.001), which verifies much difference in results of their statistical significance.
In addition, the results with the path of internet social relationship to internet behavior in statistical significance between internet-based survey (unstandardized coefficient = 0.21, p < 0.001) and paper-and-pencil (unstandardized coefficient = 0.99, p < 0.001). As is the similar with the path effects of relationship with classmate to internet social relationship in internet-based survey (unstandardized coefficient = 0.16, p < 0.01) and paper-and-pencil survey (unstandardized coefficient = 0.29, p < 0.05). The effects of the above two paths are larger in the paper-and-pencil survey than those in internet-based survey. The nonrecursive path coefficients, internet social relationship to internet behavior verify the difference in statistical significance. However, their path directions present to be negative across two survey modes.
Discussion and Conclusion
Discussion
The primary purpose of this study was to examine whether or not the internet-based and paper-and-pencil survey modes yield similar measurement reliability, validity, and equivalent results, given the same analytical framework, the same survey instrument, and the homogeneous samples constant. We first compared the groups of different survey modes with respect to demographic variables, including gender, age, and affiliated education. As expected, significant differences were found between the two samples.
We employ the given internet-related and behavior-related measures, which had been estimated by other published studies, to test the hypotheses. The findings indicate that two survey methods share the similar results for individual factor: (a) internal consistency reliabilities; (b) construct validity; (c) convergent validity. The research evidences supports H1. Previous findings also had empirical supports that two survey methods did not have marked differences in normal distributions, reliability and validity for the measures of transformation leadership [28] , and self-esteem scale [44] . However, some research found differences between proctored internet-based and paper-and-pencil survey in selection contexts; nearly all such differences favor the internet-based survey, even though the items were identical [45] . In addition, we found that survey contexts and contents of survey items (i.e., internet-related, behavior-related) will significantly influence the response effects. This contrast with [45] finding that biodata measure appears to show the most equivalence across test contexts and testing formats, but one of the weaknesses is that they did not control for the heterogeneous backgrounds of the respondents. As indicated above, this research addresses that the response propensity interacts with the mode of survey administration. However, the mode variance seems not to influence effects in validity and reliability that this research found. That is, the scales of the survey instrument stay stable and accurate in this research. If the same analytical framework was analyzed by the data with different survey methods, the results were expected to yield the equivalent results. If not, the analytical research will fall into lack of theoretical validity. Most of the conducted tests show that the surveys are largely similar in measurement reliability and validity. Other research results indicated that internet-based and paperand-pencil data collection methods produced equivalent mean ratings of physical and sexual attractiveness for pictures of male and female targets [8] . However, the measurement equivalence is not present in this research, the relationship between the observed internet-related and behavior-related variables remains variant across two survey modes. That is, we did not get more convincing evidences to support H 2 . One possible reason is that some potential synergistic factors influence the statistical results. The synergistic results rather than individual key impacted factors provide reliable and valid answers. The previous comparative research which places undue emphasis on the comparison of individual variables may lead to unstable or spurious findings. By most accounts the data was quite similar, so it appears that there is a relationship between survey items and survey methods that may be addressed by those conducting multiple method surveys. The researchers may consider censuring their questions so as to not engage this bias. Otherwise, it should consider this mode bias into research limitation.
In sum, the findings provide sufficient evidence to conclude that the measurement scale used to score the observed variables (i.e. the indicators of constructs) is identical across survey methods, enabling us to draw meaningful comparisons of measurement reliability and validity across survey methods [46] . However, the results did not indicate that the respondents use a similar frame of-reference when completing the items of the survey. That is, this makes it impossible to draw meaningful comparisons of homological validity across methods (i.e. comparisons dealing with cause-effect relationships).
Conclusion and Recommendations
This study addresses an important topic, whether surveys conducted in different ways yield equivalent results from undergraduates. Specifically, with respect to internet surveys, this topic has been examined by many scholars and has yet to yield some evidences. However, no research examines whether it offers the possibility of improving statistical results. In this study, we sought to improve upon prior studies comparing measurement reliability, validity, and measurement equivalence for well-developed survey items collected via internet-based and paper-and-pencil modes, controlling for homogeneous samples. In particular, our findings open a methodological door for survey researchers wishing to assess internet and behavior-related measures with internet-based and paper-andpencil surveys.
This research found that the two surveys are not perfectly equivalent; despite many similarities there remain key differences. One of the most interesting findings is that there are differences in how questions are answered when they are related to the survey mode, for example questions about internet use were answered differently depending on mode, perhaps due to the priming provided by the survey itself. Our results suggest that two survey methods may tell a different story. It implies we cannot verify homological validity of the analytical frameworks, even if the internal consistency reliabilities, construct validity, and convergent validity for observed variables were supported. It is therefore important to take caution when using their findings to explain theoretical frameworks or feedback to practices need more accumulating evidence or control more factors that impact the statistical results. If not, we may not provide coherent answers to the research questions and hypotheses.
There is still much for survey researchers to learn concerning how to design, interpret, and account for responses obtained using multiple survey methods. Our study demonstrates that multiple-group SEM was a useful alternative for testing measurement equivalence across research samples and multiple survey methods. For examples, even if the tests of measurement reliability and validity for individual construct were quite similar in two survey modes, their measurement equivalence for the analytical framework did not appear in two survey modes. The result shows that when a measurement equivalence, both survey modes were to use of the internet-based and paper-and-pencil based. In this research we believe that the use of the internet-based survey methodology would save more time and cost with which researchers explore the contents of internet. In addition, the measurement equivalence is based on internet content, and researchers should make the internet-based survey.
An implication of this research focus is that the researchers under the study must consider the methodological problems associated with the survey methods if they plan to survey the college students. The research potential exists, but the methodological issues discussed in this research are cautious and, if not addressed, they may affect the accuracy of study findings. Therefore, the current study represents one step forward in just such a research agenda.
